Variable epitope library-based COVID-19 vaccine for current and future related epidemics
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The outbreak of yet another epidemic (now COVID-19 pandemic) caused by SARS-CoV-2, has reminded the scientific community and, more importantly, the world that in spite of all the financial and human resource investment in vaccine development against major diseases, the success rate has not been satisfactory. Accordingly, we must take extraordinary measures to try and contain the spread of this disease and find efficacious treatment options; the generation of prophylactic/therapeutic vaccines may resolve these objectives. COVID-19, amongst other diseases, are major public health concerns, which up to now, have remained difficult to deal with; of course we are not simply referring to the most recent epidemic(s) but of others as well, even the one that started it all, HIV/AIDS. These diseases (HIV, Influenza, Zika, Dengue, Malaria, HCV, etc.) are caused by what we have called antigenically variable pathogens (AVPs) [1]. The generation of vaccines against any member of this group represents a formidable challenge, but the hurdles are similar. Our vision is that these “impossible” diseases are similar at one basic and fundamental level: Genomic and antigenic instability. This overwhelming feature has discouraged many, however, sanguine researchers have attempted more traditional approaches (whole-pathogen- or cell-based vaccines), while others have steered towards reductionist thinking of biological-immunological events via structure-based reverse vaccinology methods. Overwhelming scientific evidence obtained from decades-long attempts have shown that traditional and “novel” approaches in vaccine design against AVPs have failed on multiple occasions (HIV being the prime example). This has been confirmed by the maximum criteria for the efficacy of vaccines, which are phase 3 clinical trials. We can state that one probable reason for failure is that past and present vaccine generation platforms are not addressing the major issue of genetic/antigenic variability, and therefore, the use of defined antigen sequence immunogens (DASIs) will induce immune responses that will lag with respect to the pathogen’s mutational rate. Therefore, there is no reasonable argument for why we should expect positive outcomes pursuing these approaches in vaccine design, backed by a plethora of previous failed attempts.

The vaccine concept we have developed is termed Variable Epitope Libraries (VELs), these are artificial combinatorial libraries of heavily mutated epitopes derived from pathogen protein sequences. The primary objective of VELs is to activate the largest possible CD8+ T cell repertoire. The efficacy of VELs has been proved in our previous studies: an HIV-1 antigen-based VEL induced HIV-1 neutralizing serum (neutralization of half of a tier 2 panel of primary HIV isolates) [2]; and in a murine breast tumor model, VELs were able to inhibit aggressive breast cancer in terms of tumor growth [3] and metastasis [4]. Our results are best-in-class achievements in their corresponding fields. The advantages of VELs, first and foremost, is their universal application, but also, they can be used with any pharmacologically acceptable carrier and delivery systems: DNA, mRNA, viral vectors or nanostructures, DC-based vaccines, or others.

Predictions on how the pandemic will evolve are varied but most are pessimistic and have offered no defined resolution. Different treatment options have been used, including non-traditional approaches, leading to empirical clinical data that has helped many. However, a consensus has been reached by scientific researchers in academia, as well as in private organizations, that the best way to contain this disease is by the development and use of a vaccine(s). In light of this, and with the intention of contributing, as has the world scientific...
community, our team designed and generated VEL-based vaccines against SARS-CoV-2. Multi-epitope regions were selected and identified from reported sequences [5] of the virus using in silico methods covering major protein sequences of SARS-CoV-2. The newly generated vaccines, named CorVac-19/20, consist of a panel of 11 possible candidates for future vaccines, each bearing a VEL carrying from thousands to millions of mutated epitopes. These could be used in both prophylactic and therapeutic settings, however, preclinical models are required in order to advance to human trials. A striking feature of CorVac-19/20 is that these vaccines resemble, not only, the antigenic diversity (evidenced in almost 600 genomes sampled) of the 10 currently circulating SARS-CoV-2 viral clades [6], but may also target future mutated versions, since the VELs activate the largest possible repertoire of CD8+ T cells, and importantly, could generate a similar subpopulation of memory cells. In other words, immunization with CorVac-19/20 may prevent future disease from similar viruses. We are convinced that the application of CorVac-19/20 in pre or clinical trials in parallel with conventional vaccines or alone is justified and promising.

We have used the daunting feature of antigenic variability as a method to counterattack COVID-19, which has shown widespread mutations. We have looked beyond the genome and created a new vaccine platform which reflects the same feature as these diseases: antigenic variability. Strikingly, if we consider that during infection with AVPs (as well as in cancer) the evolving mutational landscape interferes with protective natural immune responses, then, we have gone one step further and administered simultaneously a massive number of mutated antigens. We are compressing the time in which the human body could possibly face this unprecedented amount of pathogen-based mutated antigens. We believe that common problems (AVPs) require common solutions (VELs). While our approach is seemingly “unreasonable” and even unusual, it is the only current vaccine approach that directly addresses antigenic variability. Currently, no approved vaccines exist to prevent or treat infection with SARS-CoV-2 but a Phase 1 clinical trial evaluating an investigational vaccine designed to protect against COVID-19 has recently begun (ClinicalTrials.gov Identifier: NCT04283461). In spite of this, we feel that the use of DASIs, in whatever format they may be presented, will not offer adequate protection due to the fact that the issue of antigenic variability is not being addressed for the evolving pathogen.
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